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Implication of Illumination Beam Geometry on Stray
Light and Bandpass Characteristics of Diode

Array Spectrometer
Joel Kuusk , Ilmar Ansko, Agnieszka Bialek , Riho Vendt , and Nigel Fox

Abstract—This paper describes spectral stray light measure-
ments of diode array spectrometers and, in particular, the
dependence of stray light and bandpass properties on the illumina-
tion beam geometry. The effects of underfilling and overfilling the
nominal field of view of the instrument are presented. Our mea-
surements showed that the line spread function of a commercially
available miniature spectrometer module having a fiber optic en-
trance with 0.22 nominal numerical aperture can depend on fiber
illumination cone apex angle up to 40◦, which is well above the
25◦ nominal acceptance cone apex angle of the fiber. The bandpass
width and amount of stray light inside the spectrometer increased
proportionally with the illumination cone angle. Spectral stray light
measurements with different setups gave consistent and repeatable
results for similar illumination geometries. Care should be taken
to ensure that illumination geometry during spectral stray light
characterization of a spectrometer matches the conditions during
target measurements for which the spectral stray light corrections
are applied. The impact of illumination geometry during stray light
characterization depends on the target signal and particular ap-
plication. Photochemical reflectance index (PRI) and normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) of a hemiboreal birch forest are
used as contrasting examples in this paper. Compared to natural
variability, the relative impact on PRI exceeds that of NDVI by 10
times.

Index Terms—Optical fiber devices, optical spectroscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN FIELD spectroscopy and remote sensing applications,
diode array spectrometers have become rather common.
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They present several advantages over scanning double
monochromator systems such as compact size, lack of mov-
ing elements, relatively low cost, and simultaneous acquisition
of all the spectral bands, which significantly improves the mea-
surement speed. In addition, diode array spectrometer modules
can be fairly easily integrated into custom-designed instruments.
All these properties make diode array spectrometers especially
suitable for rapidly expanding unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
applications, as well as for already well-established field mea-
surements for “ground truth” type activities related to validation
of satellite sensors. One of the main limitations of diode array
spectrometers, however, is their relatively high internal spectral
stray light level [1]. If the optical input of a spectrometer is
illuminated with monochromatic radiation, in an ideal case, a
signal should be recorded only by the corresponding spectral
band of the instrument. Due to imperfections of the dispersing
element, internal reflections, and several other reasons, some
light is always scattered inside real instruments and incorrectly
recorded by sensor elements corresponding to other spectral
bands. Such incorrectly recorded signal is called spectral stray
light. While the spectral stray light levels of high-quality dou-
ble monochromators can be below 10−8 [2], compact diode
array spectrometers perform much worse and even high-quality
instruments have spectral stray light levels around 10−5 in the
case of monochromatic source or 10−3 when measuring a broad-
band source [3]. The stray light levels can be even two orders of
magnitude higher [2], [3] for poor quality instruments, meaning
they are likely to be inadequate for applications where low-
intensity spectral components of a broadband source have to be
measured [3], [4].

When a monochromatic source is measured with an array
spectrometer, the recorded signal (for each pixel) normalized
by the maximum value is called the spectral line spread func-
tion (LSF) [3]. The LSF describes the relative signal gener-
ated by each element of the detector array when excited by
monochromatic radiation at a particular wavelength. LSFs mea-
sured with monochromatic sources corresponding to central
wavelengths of every pixel of the spectrometer form a spec-
tral stray light matrix (SLM). Columns of the SLM are LSFs,
rows of the SLM are slit-scattering functions (SSF) [2], which
describe the relative spectral responsivities of each individual el-
ement of the detector array. The value recorded by a single pixel
of the spectrometer is a convolution of the input optical spectral
power distribution and the SSF associated with that pixel. When
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the SLM of a spectrometer is known, the contribution of stray
light can be removed from the output signal and the input opti-
cal signal can be restored. This can be done by a mathematical
operation called deconvolution. From literature, several decon-
volution algorithms can be found, based on either an iterative
approach [2], [5], [6] or inverse matrix multiplication [3], [7].

Thus, in order to remove the stray light contribution by de-
convolution, a knowledge of the spectrometer SLM is neces-
sary. To measure the LSFs, a monochromatic source is required,
either from tunable lasers [2], [3], [6], [7] or from a double
monochromator [8], [9]. Some authors have also reported suc-
cessful attempts to measure LSFs with only a few monochro-
matic sources and modelling [10]–[12] or interpolating [13] the
rest of the LSFs. However, almost no information can be found
in the literature regarding the influence of the optical setup on
the measured LSFs. The importance of illumination beam ge-
ometry and input optics has been only briefly mentioned [7],
[14], [15]. At the same time, it is known that the responsivity of
a spectrometer may depend on the direction of the incident flux
[2], [16]. In this paper, we present a case study based on a class
of commercial spectrometer modules with fiber optic input, and
show how illumination geometry can affect the measured LSFs.

In Section II, we present measurements of LSFs using both a
tunable laser and a monochromator system and report the results
of LSFs of a Zeiss MMS 1 (Monolithic Miniature Spectrom-
eter 1). The LSFs were measured with different illumination
geometries applying a tunable laser, and the results were veri-
fied by using a double monochromator. While a Zeiss MMS 1
is utilized as the core of several remote sensing instruments, the
optical fiber is usually coupled with additional optical element
such as a lens or a cosine response diffuser. We therefore also
measured the LSFs of two TriOS RAMSES (radiation measure-
ment sensor with enhanced spectral resolution) spectrometers
to study how integrated foreoptics affect the impact of illumi-
nation geometry. The RAMSES measurements are presented in
Section III. We conclude with a discussion of the significance
of our findings for spectral stray light characterization and an
example of possible impact on remotely sensed data products
such as photochemical reflectance index (PRI) and normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI).

II. SPECTRAL STRAY LIGHT OF A ZEISS MMS 1

This part of our investigation used a miniature spectrome-
ter module type MMS 1 by Carl Zeiss (Jena, Germany). The
Zeiss MMS 1 is a compact and robust miniature spectrome-
ter module with no moving parts. It is designed for the visible
and near-infrared (NIR) spectral region and is available in two
variants: The standard version has a Hamamatsu S3904-256Q
silicon photodiode array detector, whereas a Hamamatsu S8381-
256Q array is used in the enhanced NIR sensitivity variant. Both
of these detectors are manufactured using N-type metal-oxide-
semiconductor technology. The optical input is a permanently
attached 24 cm-long fiber optic bundle with a so-called cross-
section converter—the fibers in the bundle are aligned inside
the spectrometer to form the input slit of the spectrograph.
According to the product data sheet, the bundle consists of

Fig. 1. Spectral stray light measurement setup using the STAIRS. SCL—
supercontinuum laser, OF—optical fiber, LLTF—laser line tunable filter, BF—
blocking filter, MS—mechanical shutter, IS—integrating sphere, and ID—iris
diaphragm.

Fig. 2. Spectral stray light measurement setup using a double monochromator.
QTH—quartz-tungsten-halogen light source, L1 and L2—condenser lenses,
DM—double monochromator, OF—optical fiber of the MMS 1.

approximately 30 quartz glass fibers, each having 70 μm core di-
ameter and 0.22 numerical aperture (NA); therefore, the apex an-
gle of the nominal fiber acceptance cone is approximately 25◦. A
concave holographic grating is simultaneously used as a disper-
sive and imaging element. The cross-section converter, the imag-
ing grating, and the diode array sensor are attached to a solid
glass core. A preamplifier is integrated in the MMS 1 module,
but additional electronics are needed to operate the device. In
this paper, an polytetrafluoroethylene (FEE)–HS front-end elec-
tronics unit manufactured by tec5 AG (Oberursel, Germany) was
used as an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Integration time
control and data acquisition are handled by custom designed
electronics and software. The Zeiss MMS 1 has 10 nm spectral
resolution and 3.3 nm spectral interval. The 256 pixels of the
sensor array cover the spectral range from 306 to 1140 nm.

The MMS 1 spectrometer module (NIR enhanced variant),
FEE–HS front-end electronics, and interface electronics used in
this study are components of the SkySpec B hyperspectral ra-
diometer described in [17]. As mentioned, the LSFs were mea-
sured with a spectrally tunable absolute irradiance and radiance
source (STAIRS) [18] and verified with a double monochroma-
tor setup.

A. STAIRS Measurements

Fig. 1 shows the STAIRS measurement setup. STAIRS is
based on a supercontinuum laser and a laser line tunable fil-
ter (LLTF) [18]. Broadband radiation from the supercontinuum
laser is coupled into the LLTF, which is essentially a monochro-
mator based on a volume Bragg grating. A glass-blocking filter
must be used for suppression of second-order diffraction signal
for LLTF wavelength settings above 790 nm. The full-width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the output radiation from the LLTF
varies with wavelength and is generally below 2 nm, which is
one-fifth of the spectral resolution of the Zeiss MMS 1. In this
experiment, STAIRS can therefore be considered a monochro-
matic source. Stray light characterization involves measure-
ment of extremely weak signals; therefore, accurate knowledge
of dark signal is essential. Since MMS 1 does not have an
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Fig. 3. LSF of Zeiss MMS 1 measured with 564 nm monochromatic input at different illumination geometries. Dashed lines are STAIRS measurements, and
solid line is a double monochromator measurement. (a) Entire spectral scale of MMS 1. (b) LSF around the central maximum.

internal shutter or masked pixels, an external shutter is needed
for collecting dark signal readings.

In this investigation, the monochromatic output of STAIRS
was coupled to an integrating sphere and the input fiber of the
MMS 1 module was pointed at the output port of the sphere. This
ensured that the field of view (FOV) of the fiber was uniformly
filled. An iris diaphragm (adjustable from 1 mm to 10 mm di-
ameter) was placed between the fiber and the integrating sphere.
The distance between the fiber and diaphragm was chosen so
that a 6.4-mm diameter of the diaphragm corresponded to the
nominal acceptance cone of the fiber. The fiber illumination
cone apex angle (FIA) varied from 4◦ to 39◦, so allowing both
underfilling and overfilling of the acceptance cone of the fiber,
while still maintaining the uniformity of light within the illu-
minated cone. When the diaphragm was removed and the fiber
placed directly in front of the exit port of the sphere, the FIA
was limited to approximately 80◦ by the edge of the sphere port.

During measurements, the laser power setting was fixed and
other computer-controlled components (LLTF, shutter, spec-
trometer) of the measurement setup were managed using custom
software. First, for each detector element of the Zeiss MMS 1,
the LLTF was tuned to a wavelength setting corresponding to
its nominal central wavelength. Second, the integration time
of the spectrometer was adjusted so that the maximum signal
recorded from this pixel was between 60% and 90% of the dy-
namic range. Then, the LLTF was iteratively fine-tuned, until
the signals recorded from the pixels on either side of the cen-
tral maximum differed from each other by less than 3% of the
signal recorded from the central pixel; this procedure ensured
that the true central wavelength of the pixel was found. Finally,
the output from all pixels of the array was averaged for 1 s or
10 acquisitions, whichever was longer, when illuminated by the
monochromatic radiation from STAIRS (i.e., light signal) and
with the external shutter closed (i.e., dark signal). The LSF was
calculated as the light signal for each pixel minus the corre-
sponding dark signal. The LLTF was then tuned to the nominal
central wavelength of the next pixel and the whole process was
repeated. The spectral range of the Zeiss MMS 1 exceeds the
capabilities of the STAIRS system; thus, only a subset of LSFs

were measured, corresponding to 500–930 nm monochromatic
inputs.

B. Double Monochromator Measurements

The double monochromator setup is depicted in Fig. 2. In this
setup, the broadband illumination from a 55 W quartz-tungsten-
halogen lamp was projected using the convex lens L1 onto the
input slit of a Bentham DTMS300 double monochromator. The
diameter and position of the lens L1 were matched with the F/4.1
aperture of the monochromator. The DTMS300 is completely
computer controlled and includes a shutter and a filter wheel
with order sorting filters. The slits of the monochromator were
adjusted to provide monochromatic output with 1 nm FWHM
bandwidth. The integrating sphere could not be used in this
setup because the output power of the double monochromator
system is much lower than the STAIRS and the light collecting
surface area of the fiber is very small. Thus, the output from the
monochromator was coupled to the fiber using the condenser
lens L2, which imaged the output slit of the monochromator
onto the end of the fiber and was positioned so as to gather all
the output radiation from the monochromator maximizing the
coupling efficiency. The lens was chosen so that the radiation
from the monochromator approximately filled the nominal ac-
ceptance cone of the fiber; however, given the fact that the slit is
rectangular, it was not possible to fill the acceptance cone of the
fiber completely. The double monochromator setup covered the
whole spectral range of the Zeiss MMS 1 spectrometer module.

C. Results

Fig. 3 presents the Zeiss MMS 1 LSFs corresponding to
564 nm monochromatic input measured with different illumi-
nation geometries. It is clearly visible that the main stray light
features are comparable for all geometries, but the absolute level
of stray light depends on the FIA during the measurement. A
complete SLM measured with the double monochromator setup
is presented in Fig. 4. Several stray light features are distin-
guishable, such as broadening of the central maximum, addi-
tional maxima caused by internal reflections, and second-order
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Fig. 4. Spectral SLM of the Zeiss MMS 1 spectrometer module. Each column
is one acquired LSF. All the features apart from the one-to-one diagonal can be
considered spectral stray light.

Fig. 5. FWHM of central maximum of LSF for different excitation wave-
lengths. Empty symbols connected with a line are STAIRS measurements, and
filled symbols are double monochromator measurements.

diffraction, which is not completely blocked by the higher order
blocking filter coated directly onto the sensor. The FWHM of
the central maximum is shown in Fig. 5 for four excitation wave-
lengths. The actual width of central maximum changes with the
excitation wavelength; however, its dependence on FIA is visi-
ble up to 40◦ and is similar for all LSFs measured. An increase
of FIA by 1◦ causes an increase in FWHM by 0.4%–0.8%. The
FWHM as a function of wavelength for different illumination
geometries is presented in Fig. 6. Although the FWHM value
varies with the illumination geometry, an increase of FWHM
with wavelength is visible for all data series shown in Fig. 6,
and this increase is more rapid in the NIR spectral region. In
addition, a local widening of the central peak of the LSF around
630 nm is visible for all illumination geometries.

The amount of stray light inside a spectrometer can be quan-
tified by the proportion of the total recorded monochromatic
signal, which is contained within the central peak; the higher
this proportion, the lower the stray light. The fraction of the
total signal contained within the five central pixels around the
maximum of the LSF is plotted in Fig. 7. Increasing the FIA
by 1◦ increases the amount of stray light inside the MMS 1

Fig. 6. FWHM of central maximum of LSF measured at different illumination
geometries.

Fig. 7. Fraction of measured signal inside the central maximum of the LSF
for different excitation wavelengths. Empty symbols connected with a line
are STAIRS measurements, and filled symbols are double monochromator
measurements.

and decreases the fraction of signal inside the central peak by
0.2%–0.3%.

III. SPECTRAL STRAY LIGHT OF RAMSES SPECTROMETERS

To evaluate the impact of the fore-optics on the stray light
characterization at varying illumination geometries, a set of ad-
hoc measurements was performed with two commercial TriOS
RAMSES spectrometers, namely one radiance and one irra-
diance units. The TriOS RAMSES family of spectrometers is
designed for water remote sensing applications and are widely
used for above-water as well as in-water measurements. These
are highly integrated devices comprised of a Zeiss MMS 1
spectrometer module, ADC and interface electronics, and in-
put optics, all packaged in a water-tight housing. Unlike the
standard MMS 1 module, the sensor of RAMSES spectrometer
has masked pixels that can be used for estimation of dark signal
without a mechanical shutter. The dark signal pattern is char-
acterized in the factory and scaled for each target measurement
based on the signal from the masked pixels [19]. The irradiance
sensor (model RAMSES ACC–VIS) has a cosine response dif-
fuser mounted in front of the fiber optic input of the MMS 1.
In the radiance spectrometer (model RAMSES ARC–VIS), a
lens is used to define a 7◦ FOV. As for the characterization
of MMS 1, measurements were performed with the STAIRS
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tunable laser and verified with the monochromator. In addition,
specific measurements were carried out with an HeNe laser ap-
plied to the RAMSES ACC irradiance unit to assess the effect
of underfilling/overfilling the sensor diffuser.

A. STAIRS Measurements

The STAIRS measurement setup for the RAMSES instru-
ments was similar to that used for the Zeiss MMS 1 measure-
ments depicted in Fig. 1, but the mechanical shutter and iris
diaphragm were not used and both instruments were measured
in the overfilled FOV condition. The STAIRS wavelength fine-
tuning was carried out as described in Section II-A. To obtain
the LSF, 12 measurements were recorded in the unsaturated con-
dition, followed by 12 saturated measurements using 16 times
longer integration time. The LSF was obtained by combining the
saturated and nonsaturated measurements in order to increase
the dynamic range. This method is called bracketing [3], [4],
[13]. Specifically, pixels from the saturated measurements for
which the value was less than half the saturation level were used
in the LSF, coupled with data from the nonsaturated measure-
ments for other pixels (with appropriate scaling applied in these
cases).

B. Double Monochromator Measurements

The integration time of RAMSES instruments can be selected
from 12 predetermined settings in the range of 4–8192 ms.
However, even at the longest setting, the measured signal in the
ultraviolet (UV) spectral region is very small for an incandescent
source. Therefore, a 450-W xenon short arc lamp in a Newport
66923 lamp housing (with integrated condensing optics) was
used as a light source in the double monochromator setup. In
order to avoid damaging the order sorting filters and gratings
of the double monochromator, a Newport 6214 distilled water
filter was used for blocking the short-wave infrared radiation
outside the spectral range of the RAMSES spectrometer, and
the lamp was slightly defocused.

Three different double monochromator setups were used to
characterize the stray light of the two RAMSES instruments. Ini-
tially, the RAMSES spectrometer was placed directly behind the
exit slit of the monochromator. The measurements were then re-
peated with a 0.4 mm-thick layer of sandpaper-roughened PTFE
placed between the monochromator and the spectrometer. Fi-
nally, the monochromatic radiation from the double monochro-
mator was passed through an integrating sphere before reaching
the entrance optics of the spectrometer.

C. HeNe Laser Measurements

Additional measurements with an HeNe laser were performed
with the irradiance unit, in order to test how underfilling or
overfilling the diffuser surface area influences the measurement
results. The 0.7-mm diameter beam of a Thorlabs HRS015 laser
was aligned with the optical axis of the 7-mm diffuser and the
signal was recorded. Then, the beam was passed through an inte-
grating sphere to overfill the diffuser area and the measurement
was repeated.

Fig. 8. Central part of the LSF of RAMSES ARC–VIS radiance spectrometer
at 564 nm monochromatic input measured with four different setups. All the
dashed lines are on top of each other.

Fig. 9. Central part of the LSF of RAMSES ACC–VIS irradiance spectrometer
using 632.8 nm monochromatic input from an HeNe laser. Solid line—narrow
laser beam, dashed line—diffuser overfilled.

D. Results

The LSFs of the radiance unit measured with the four different
setups and applying 564 nm as excitation wavelength are shown
in Fig. 8. The STAIRS measurements closely match the double
monochromator measurements carried out with the integrating
sphere or the layer of PTFE. Results obtained with the spec-
trometer pointed directly to the exit slit of the monochromator,
instead, exhibit narrower central peak and lower level wings.
Compared to the LSF of the Zeiss MMS 1 module described in
Section II and presented in Fig. 3, the internal reflection peak is
shifted toward shorter wavelengths and is located below 400 nm.

Apart from the measurement noise, equivalent LSFs were
obtained with the irradiance unit, regardless the measurement
setup. Remarkably, adding an integrating sphere or a layer
of PTFE between the monochromator and RAMSES did not
change the shape of the measured LSFs.

Finally, results obtained with the irradiance unit applying
the HeNe laser are plotted in Fig. 9. Compared to the results
measured with a narrow laser beam, overfilling the diffuser
surface slightly raised the wings of the LSF and increased the
FWHM of the central peak by 0.7 nm.
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IV. DISCUSSION

There are several interesting aspects related to the spectral
stray light test results presented in the preceding sections. First,
a continuous increase of the stray light signal with the increase
of the illumination cone angle, beyond the point of fully filled
acceptance angle of the fiber, was observed. From Figs. 5–7, it
is evident that stray light properties of the MMS 1 spectrom-
eter module change with increase of the FIA. However, these
changes do not stop when the nominal fiber acceptance angle
is completely filled; they still continue for overfilled acceptance
angles up to value as high as 40◦ and then reach a plateau. It
is important to remember that the NA of a fiber describes the
maximum angle where total internal reflection is possible be-
tween the core and cladding of the fiber, enabling propagation
of guided modes. At greater incidence angles, some of the light
escapes through the cladding and is absorbed by the coating of
the fiber, thus, attenuating the radiation propagated along the
fiber. The total attenuation is related to the number of internal
reflections, i.e., the length of the fiber. As the length of the fiber
of Zeiss MMS 1 is only 24 cm, the light entering the fiber outside
the nominal acceptance cone is not completely attenuated and
reaches the spectrometer, so influencing the stray light proper-
ties. Additional tests were performed to measure the nominal
NA of the Zeiss MMS 1 fiber. For this purpose, the fiber input
end was tilted in front of a red diode laser. The tests confirmed
that the NA of this fiber is 0.22, but attenuation outside the accep-
tance cone is not very strong. At 20◦ incidence angle (i.e., corre-
sponding to 40◦ FIA), the signal level was 2% compared to the
normal incidence signal. When a 25 m-long extension fiber was
added, the 2% signal level was reached at 15.5◦ incidence angle.

Second, a clear difference was seen between the STAIRS
and double monochromator test results. Neither the dou-
ble monochromator nor the STAIRS system provides truly
monochromatic radiation. The FWHM of the STAIRS output
radiation is about 1.1 nm for wavelength settings below 600 nm,
which matches rather closely the 1 nm FWHM of the double
monochromator but increases at longer wavelengths reaching
2 nm at 850 nm [18]. This could explain the difference between
the double monochromator and STAIRS measurements visible
in Figs. 5 and 7. To test this hypothesis, the stray light measure-
ment was repeated with the monochromator set to 550 nm with a
bandwidth of 2 nm FWHM. It was found that this increase of the
FWHM by 1 nm had no significant effect on the recorded LSF.
Assuming the same behavior for all the wavelengths, the 1 nm
discrepancy in FWHM between the two systems for wavelengths
above 600 nm could not cause the difference in the test results.

Thus, the nonuniformity of radial intensity distribution at the
exit of the fiber during the double monochromator measure-
ments was examined. The fiber of the MMS 1 was replaced
with a fiber optic patch cord and the other end of the patch cord
was pointed toward a white surface. It was seen that the central
area of the circular image on this surface was brighter than the
outer part. The central area corresponds to smaller incidence
angles, which have lower stray light contribution according to
Fig. 7. As the distribution of energy inside the fiber illumination
cone is biased toward smaller incidence angles in the double

monochromator tests, the stray light levels are lower compared
to the STAIRS tests performed at the same FIA values (see
Figs. 5 and 7).

Finally, the tests revealed a sudden change in the FWHM of
central maximum of the LSF in one particular spectral region. In
Fig. 6, a local widening of the central peak of the LSF is visible
around 630 nm. The exact cause of this widening is unknown
but a plausible explanation could be refraction of light from the
edge of the higher order blocking filter that is coated onto the
detector array. Since only the second-order diffraction needs to
be blocked and first-order diffraction must reach the sensor, the
higher order blocking filter must start from the middle of the
sensor array and cover only the pixels corresponding to longer
wavelength spectral bands. The edge of this filter coating can
cause some refraction of light, which results in the widening
of the spectral line on the surface of the sensor array. This
nonmonotonic behavior of FWHM as a function of wavelength
also explains the order of lines in Fig. 5.

End-users generally prefer to use commercially available
self-contained spectrometers rather than custom-designed in-
struments. TriOS RAMSES-series spectrometers were there-
fore used in this study to check whether spectrometers with
integrated optics have similar stray light characteristics to those
observed for the underlying spectrometer modules with a bare
fiber input. Fig. 8 shows that the general trend is similar. A
RAMSES ARC–VIS radiance sensor with 7◦ full-angle FOV
placed directly behind the exit slit of a monochromator recorded
a narrower LSF than that measured using the same instrument
when the monochromator output was passed through an integrat-
ing sphere. Radiation from the integrating sphere significantly
overfills both the entrance aperture and FOV of the RAMSES
radiance spectrometer. This is comparable to a common real-life
measurement setup, where the instrument is used for measuring
radiance of the sky or water surface. Similar results to those
with the integrating sphere were obtained when a 0.4 mm-thick
layer of sandpaper-roughened PTFE was placed between the
monochromator and RAMSES spectrometer. The layer of PTFE
diffuses the incident radiation and overfills the FOV of the spec-
trometer. The RAMSES ACC–VIS irradiance spectrometer has
an integrated diffuser that acts in a similar manner, with the result
that in the double monochromator experiments for this instru-
ment the shape of the measured LSF was found not to depend on
illumination geometry, apart from an extreme condition such as
illuminating the diffuser with a narrow laser beam. In this case,
the integrated diffuser of the RAMSES ACC–VIS cannot com-
pletely disperse the laser beam energy, thus, the radiance of the
diffuser surface inside the instrument and in the FOV of the fiber
of the MMS 1 spectrometer module remains slightly nonuni-
form, which affects the recorded LSF (see Fig. 9). This suggests
that underfilling the diffuser surface during stray light charac-
terization may lead to underestimation of spectral stray light.

A. Possible Impact on Data Products

The impact of spectral stray light correction on the actual
target measurements depends on the spectral composition of the
target signal and the specific use case. As an example, the effect
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Fig. 10. Example of possible impact on commonly used vegetation indices
NDVI (solid line) and PRI (dashed line) for hemiboreal birch stands.

is demonstrated for two commonly used vegetation indices: PRI
and NDVI, which are defined as

PRI =
ρ531 − ρ570

ρ531 + ρ570
(1)

and

NDVI =
ρ800 − ρ670

ρ800 + ρ670
(2)

where ρλ is spectral reflectance of the target at wavelength λ.
The upwelling target signal used in this example is synthe-

sized from the downwelling solar irradiance measured with the
SkySpec B hyperspectral radiometer [17] during clear sky con-
ditions, with 36◦ solar zenith angle, and the top-of-canopy nadir
reflectance of the birch stand from the database of optical and
structural data of three mature hemiboreal forests at Järvselja,
Estonia [20]. The stray light correction is applied separately to
the measured downwelling irradiance spectrum and the synthe-
sized upwelling target signal using the inverse matrix multipli-
cation method described in [3]. Then, reflectance of the target is
calculated as the ratio of the stray light-corrected upwelling and
downwelling signals and the PRI and NDVI vegetation indices
are calculated from the reflectance spectrum. Theoretically, PRI
and NDVI can both vary between −1 and 1; however, in actual
canopies, the range of PRI values is much smaller compared
to that of NDVI values. To put the effect of FIA on calculated
PRI and NDVI values into context, the absolute values are con-
verted to relative units. The representative range of possible PRI
and NDVI values is estimated from airborne top-of-canopy re-
flectance data measured with the UAVSpec spectrometer [21]
at Järvselja, Estonia on July 5, 2010. The vegetation indices are
calculated for 190 birch-dominated stands, which are larger than
0.5 ha and older than 5 years. For this representative case, PRI
varies between −0.009 and −0.076, while NDVI values vary
between 0.77 and 0.94. The calculated PRI and NDVI values af-
ter stray light correction are presented in Fig. 10; the results are
shown in terms of the relative change in vegetation index with
respect to the representative range, normalized to 1 at nominal
FIA of 25◦. Increasing the FIA by 1◦ in the range of 10◦–40◦

changes the relative PRI value by 0.3%, which is an order of
magnitude greater than the relative impact on NDVI.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown in our study that the SLM of the Zeiss MMS 1
spectrometer depends on the illumination geometry. The stray
light contribution and the width of the bandpass both increase
with the illumination FIA, even outside of the nominal accep-
tance cone of the optical fiber. This should be considered when
designing entrance optics for systems with fiber optic input,
especially if the fiber is short.

Our results indicate that spectral stray light measurements
performed with different setups give similar and repeatable re-
sults if the illumination beam geometry is similar. Given the
fact that the SLM is necessary for removal of the stray light
contribution from the measured signal, it is important to make
sure that the conditions during stray light characterization match
those during the target measurement.

The impact on the final data product of the illumination ge-
ometry used during stray light characterization depends on the
target signal and the particular application. As demonstrated, in
this paper by the example of NDVI and PRI vegetation indices,
the relative impact can differ by an order of magnitude even for
data products calculated from exactly the same target spectrum.

Although this study is limited to one particular model of
spectrometer, the Zeiss MMS 1, and should not be generalized
for all diode array spectrometers (or indeed for all individual
instruments of this same model), it points out an important
aspect of stray light characterization—the measured LSF may
depend on illumination beam geometry.
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